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The Unmatched Beauty of Kenya

Kenya is the east African continent having Nairobi has its capital. It has been named after the
Mount of Kenya. Mt of Kenya is the 2nd highest mountain peak of Africa. Kenya is also home to
rich and diverse cultures as well as landscapes. It has a number of parks, museums, beaches,
mountains and also a huge variety of flora and fauna, Kenya is definitely a magical continent
and that is the reason because of which Kenya is a popular tourist destination. All the tourist
attractions of Kenya are most frequently visited by a number of travelers.

Nairobi

Nairobi is also known as the Green city in the sun and is the largest and most busy city of
Kenya. It’s a Cosmo city having a huge and rich wildlife. It is considered to be the greatest safari
attraction. This place is the fourth largest City of Africa and also the most populated city also. A
number of organizations as well as companies are located here.

Mombasa

Mombasa is the 2nd largest city of Kenya and is known for its most fine beaches like Riwi,
Diani, Shelly, etc. Mombasa also houses a number of other tourist destinations like the Fort
Jesus, Old town, etc. The Lake Turkana is a famous lake of the northern rift valley and is known
as the biggest Desert Lake of the world. It’s filled with lot of crocodiles. The lake also changes
its color with wind.

The Aberdare National Park
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The Aberdare national park is located in them mountain range of Aberdare. It also houses a lot
of spectacular wildlife creatures like sykes monkey, lions, baboons, bongo, the gold cat, the
black Rhinos, etc. The Kenya tourist attractions offer a spectacular safari as well as wild-life
experience. The national park houses a number of hike locations as well as picnic places. The
Malindi is the town that is surrounded by a number of beaches. It has the Marine Park where all
the tourists visit for enjoying snorkeling.

Thika is another very popular coffee plantation and two of the waterfalls. The Thika waterfalls as
well as the Chania waterfalls are also some of the major tourist destinations.
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